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Bucklin Point Waste Water Treatment Facility, Providence, RI
Biological decompostion allows bacteria to grow, feed on itself and purify the water.
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A slurpee cup intended to be degraded in Nature is left behind on a sunny day. photo by Rachael McArthur
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Abstract

One third of all plastics end up in the ecosystem. It is time we start designing for this outcome. 311
million tons of plastics were produced in 2014 and that number is projected to more than double by
2050. Just 5% of plastics are recycled. Recycling alone is not mitigating the problem. The carbon
footprint alone is massive. China’s recent announcement to no longer recycle the West’s waste
promises even more challenges. We need to design for plastics to end up in the ecosystem and in the
waste stream. This is where plastics go and this is where they should degrade.
In a near future, where plastics are soil and marine degradable, consumers will need tools to help
identify and correctly dispose of these new materials. This can be done without labels, the aid of the
color green or relying on a brown paper bag surface.
These new materials will be easily identifiable, capable of degrading curbside and necessitate a new
method for waste collection that encourages rapid biological decay. New biopolymers will rebuild our
soils instead of polluting them. This system is based in convenience and observable patterns to restore
the balance between thoughtless human behaviors and their resultant environmental detriments. Try
as we may to quit plastics, it is simply not possible for the foreseeable future. Instead of behavior
change, this work describes a system for thriving in the Plastic Age.
By designing for humanity’s thoughtless acts, the plastics that end up in the ecosystem will no longer
be ‘out of place’ but instead in just the right location. Humans are not the end user in this cycle. The
microorganisms in our living soils are the audience. Plastics are for dinner. We are the delivery system.
Design soil. This work is based in concepts of circular design, regenerative design, restorative design,
desirable design, biodesign and now design for the waste stream.
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opposite page: Rubbish collecting along the Providence Canal
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before

after

above: Sample of gelatin-based bioplastic before being placed in soil. opposite: The same sample degraded in soil over the course of 7 days.
Samples made in studio using texture designed to maximize surface area and soil compatibility.
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opposite: Stills from time lapse movie capturing the decomposition process of a textured bioplastic designed for accelerated breakdown in soil.
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Most plastics end up as landfill or litter, going to the
“wrong place.” Instead of searching for ever more
places, we can instead design plastics that “fit”
anyplace they fall. Wherever that may be.
We live in the Plastic Age. Like the Bronze and
Iron Ages that proceeded it, the Plastic Age will be
measured in centuries. Plastic is far more versatile
than either of these materials. It is durable, easily
formed and has millions of applications. We all benefit
from plastics’ many advantages and we’re all acutely
aware of it’s main problem: When we throw it away, it
tends to stick around.
To mitigate this problem, they tell us to reduce, re-use
and recycle.
The popular and longstanding rhetoric around
plastic reduction is analogous to the promotion
of abstinence-only sex education; though people
may wish otherwise, teens are going to have sex
and people are going to continue to use plastic.
‘Abstinence’ based campaigns to outright quit plastics
have in no way significantly reduced the amount of
plastic waste entering our ecosystem. Every year,
one third of all plastics produced still end up in our
planet’s ecosystem (Hawken, The Drawdown).
As designers we need to meet consumers and plastics
where they are. We can employ existing substitute

materials with lifecycles more in balance with how
plastics move in our world and design objects and
systems that assist in this process.
Jane Fulton Suri, pioneer of IDEO’s Human-Centered
Design strategy, observed people’s thoughtless acts
in her book of the same name (2005); a pencil used
as a hair tie or the way one might momentarily mark
a place in a book with one folded finger. Her insight
was that we must observe and design for real patterns
in our world, saying, ‘Thoughtless acts are all those
intuitive ways we adapt, exploit, and react to things in
our environment; things we do without really thinking.’
Fulton Suri observed that some behaviors are
informed by the designed environment while others
may be spontaneous or even socially learned.
Littering exemplifies thoughtless acts; often an act
without malice or intent. Everyone is positive that
it wasn’t their frappuccino cup that made its way
out to the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. Everyone is
sure it wasn’t them that dropped a lighter or tube of
chapstick without the wherewithal to hunt it down in
the dark. Yet, somehow, plastics continue to flood the
ecosystem.
The bulk of these are single-use disposables; iced
coffee cups, Big Gulps, airplane petite liqour bottles,
shopping bags, tobacco wrappers, toys, straws, Nerf
darts.

Slurpee Cup redesigned to maximize decomposition in Nature. Using patterns inspired from Nature but derived in mathematics, these patterns 1) Maximize surface area in
order to accelerate the natural degradation process. 2) Inform the consumer that they are meant to be composted and not recycled or landfilled.
(photo by: Rachael McArthur)
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The BioBin

BIO

BIO
Thoughtless acts : A cup placed thoughtfully under
the car out of the way of the rain, forgotten and
eventually run over as the driver moves on without
their coffee / soda / tea / carton of nails.



The observable pattern is that plastics are ending
their lives in water and soil. Soil makeup- generally
discussed in terms of silt, sand, loam and organic
materials- now includes plastic as part of its very
composition.
By intentionally designing for thoughtless acts, the
plastics that end up in the ecosystem would no
longer be ‘out of place’ but instead be in just the
right location. Plastics can be designed that are
inherently beneficial to Nature. If we begin to utilize
soil degradable plastics in all packaging and singleuse goods, the act of leaving a cup behind at the
park will become synonymous with forgetting to grab
your banana peel to take to your home compost. It’s
still not a great idea, but it’s not going to completely
wreck the planet.

The Sewers

How might our thoughtless acts become the very
way that we correctly dispose of a rather complicated
and difficult to distinguish material? If we are already
prone to creating pathways for plastics to enter the
ecosystem, then shouldn’t we be equipped with
plastics that are meant to be there? And how do
plastics arrive in Nature? What route do they take to

get to the open ocean? Are there opportunities for
the breakdown of the product along its route as it
makes its way through the city and into the big blue?
The term ‘bioplastic’ designates a plastic that is
made without relying on fossil fuels. Bioplastics seem
to suggest that they’d fit more naturally into the
ecosystem. These plastics are often biobased (made
mostly from plants or other renewable resources). It
is reasonable to assume that these materials would
degrade in harmony with the environment. Their
shortcoming is that only rarely are they compostable
in the way one might hope.
The designation ‘Bioplastic’ has no relation
whatsoever to degradability or compostability.
Furthermore, a bioplastic that is biodegradable may
not be compostable and vice versa. For the thousands
of types of plastics that are in the world, just as many
different types of bioplastics exist to further confuse
enthusiastic recyclers with more numbered labeling
systems. Some are brittle, some are flexible, some
are heat-resistant, others water-soluble and some are
suited to do no more than carry food scraps from one
bin to the next.
The Biodegradable Products Institute (BPI) is North
America’s certifying authority for compostable
products and packaging. BPI executive director,
Rhodes Yepsen, advises, ‘There are many different

CONCEPT VISUALIZATION: The BioBin offers consumers a way to utilize bacterial decomposition without having to litter or drive to distant (or in most cases, non-existent)
municipal composting facilities. The BioBin is an attachment for existing home appliances, shown here atop a standard toilet tank. All biomaterials can be shredded and
flushed. Subscription services (BioPrime, Re-Plated, BioBirchbox) in the Amazon model will provide bioplastic mailers and packaging that are flushable and intended to be
digested by the environment. The existing bacteria in the waste water act to pretreat and degrade biopolymers before they clog waterways.
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Food Scraps fruit, vegetables, meat, bones, dairy, prepared food

PERFORATION

Put items like these in your
brown bin.

Organics
Curbside
Collection

Food-soiled Paper napkins, tea bags, plates, coffee filters

It turns out that some biopolymers, like Novamont’s
soil degradable Mater-Bi product will break down
as long as it is discarded in living soil. Likewise,
this material is denser than water so it will sink and
degrade on an ocean floor. Other biopolymers can
take decades, if not hundreds, of years to biodegrade
without the help of an industrial composting facility.
That means that to the great outdoors, certain
bioplastics are just as harmful as traditional plastics.
These bioplastics need to be disposed of in a
municipal, high heat composting facility which only
exist in major metropolises such as San Francisco,
Portland, Seattle and parts of New York. Even these
lucky denizens who live in progressive towns can’t
compost just any bioplastic in these city-wide
programs.

Leaf + Yard Waste plants, trimmings, twigs, grass

Metal, Glass, Plastic, Cartons,
Clean Paper + Cardboard

Trash
Plastic bags, wrappers,
pet waste, medical waste,
diapers and hygiene products

Visit nyc.gov/organics for FAQs and videos.
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biopolymers on the market and in development,
and in their raw forms some can biodegrade in soil,
the marine environment, and home composting.
However, once those biopolymers are compounded
and converted into finished goods, some of these
properties are lost. So, it’s nearly impossible to make
generalizations. Things must be tested.’

Courtesy of the New York City
Department of Sanitation. 2017
composting brochure. In the
written guidelines, rigid plastics are
specifically prohibited from entering
the system.

Separating your
Take a look at what is allowed in an NYC composting
organics—food
scraps
bin (opposite). Nowhere
does it list compostable
forks,
to-gowaste—helps
containers or drinking cups. It definitely
and
yard
does not list biobased toys or accessories. A
our
environment.
compostable
fork looks identical to the standard

plastic fork. The same goes for compostable icedcoffee cups and green bioplastic bags. These
biobased, non-toxic products are twinning with their
traditional plastic brethren. It is asking too much of
consumers to be able to distinguish these materials
in the instant that it takes to toss a bit of waste in
the proper bin. Often people are contaminating their
recycling streams by ‘wish-cycling’ : including items
that are not recyclable in their municipal waste center.
Recyclables end up in the compost and compostables
end up mummified in landfills.
Combatting this will necessitate a three part plan.
First, we aim for 100% tossable bioplastic. Gas
stations, big box stores, subscription services will
be the first to adopt this strategy, either through
government mandate or simple economic advantage.
As fossil fuels become more scarce and prices rise,
we will no longer have the luxury of using traditional
carbon-based plastics for things like packaging.
Slurpees and Big Gulps will only be sold using
packaging that is edible to microorganisms present in
our soils.
Amazon and PeaPod packaging will be flushable and
designed with the intent to break down in the local
ecosystem.
Secondly, we need to make bioplastic conspicuously
different. The industry aspires to create bioplastics
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that look like, perform like and cost the same as
plastics but this sameness of appearance disavows
bioplastics of their worth. New degradable plastics
have the potential to perform like plastics, cost the
same as plastics, yet breakdown like a banana peel.
They can and should look completely different than
any of the plastics we’ve known as well as being easily
digestible by the environment.
Finally, we must develop and refine a new waste
stream for compostable materials.
This will occur in phases. Possibly the next 50 years
will include a slow transition toward full bioplastic
integration. In the meantime, biobased plastics will
coexist with traditional fossil fuel based plastics. The
confluence of these materials mandates that they be
easily kept separate in the waste stream. Consumers
will need to be able to distinguish between the two
materials in the time that it takes to set up a trash can
3-point shot.
When we do get this right, when our materials match
the needs of consumers as well as those of the
biosphere; we will witness a new dawn in the Age of
Plastics.

clockwise from top left: European standard label for bioplastics; Belgian standard distinguishing either biobased, compostable or biodegradable (not shown here);
early Bioplastic Product Institute label (North American Standard); German certifier; Canadian standard bioplastic label.
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Bioplastics

The term bioplastic can be vague and misleading on the
consumer market. Is the product biodegradable? Compostable?
Biobased? All three? Is it certified? By which ruling body? Can it
be composted at home? If not, where do I put it?

Where do they go from here?

16
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Bioplastic Basics

Bioplastics are plastic alternatives derived from renewable feedstocks– as
opposed to fossil fuels. Some bioplastics are biodegradable but most industrially
manufactured bioplastics are not. Even though these materials are made from
plants, the material frequently loses its ability to break down organically after
undergoing the manufacturing process. The result is a material that functions much
like plastic. While traditional petroleum-based plastics may take up to 1,000 years
to break down in our ecosystem, most bioplastics may only do better by a few
centuries. Bioplastics, as they currently function in society are little better for the
ecosystem than plastics.
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opposite: Packaging for ‘compostable’ premium flatware by ‘ultra green.’ This product is not compostable in a home compost bin.
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The Trouble with Labels

A biopolymer is biobased, but this
has no bearing on how the material
degrades. ASTM certifications refer
to how long a material will take to
degrade in soil. Designations like
‘Biodegradable,’ ‘Compostable,’ and
‘Made From Plants,’ can be misleading.
Many times these plastics end up
in the landfill- just like traditional
plastics.
The packaging acts as the instruction
manual for disposal. Once this is
removed, we’re left with a product too
easily misidentified as plastic.
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Can you tell which product is compostable?
answers on reverse

a

b
a

b

a

b

The Trouble with Doubles

Bioplastic design has aligned its aesthetic with that of traditional plastics. This
marketing strategy of familiarity creates confusion for consumers who then cannot
readily distinguish a compostable product from a recyclable product.
The ubiquitous takeout iced coffee cup exemplifies this poor design. Without plain
identifiers, consumers, through no fault of thier own, are putting recyclables in
the compost and vice versa. When compostables enter the recycling stream they
weaken the subsequent recycled polymer. Recyclables in the compost pile need to
be sorted out. While it is possible to sort optically (at municipal treatment plants
/ at a prohibitive cost) this often needs to be done by hand. When plastics are not
removed from compost, microplastics comingle with soil composition for the next
few thousand years.

a
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a

b

a

b

c

b
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Bioplastics and the Current Waste Stream
The current waste system channels most single use plastics towards the landfill.
Bioplastics can only very rarely be properly composted. In order to do this entails
taking a special trip to drop off your compostables at a local high heat municipal
digester (if there is such a facility locally). Most of the time bioplastics end up
getting wish-cycled* in the recycling bin.
*wish-cycling (v.) The act of recycling waste that one hopes is recyclable.

Recycle it?
What
should I do
with this
compompostable
fork?

*

Illustration based on interview.
answer key: ice coffee b; produce bags b; gloves a; straws a; cups b, tableware a
24

*Most bioplastics will not break down in home compost piles– they need the high heat of an industrial composter.
25

Bacteria
and the waste stream

We can design for bacteria already present in the ecosystem
in order to accelerate waste decomposition rates. By utilizing
Human-Centered Design strategies we design for the ultimate
end-user; the microorganisms in our ecosystem.

This package will self*- destruct

*These materials will not self-destruct like the messages in Mission Impossible. The
process will be integrated with our ecosystem in such a way that it may seem like singleuse products are indeed disappearing. It’s the bacteria that helps us get there.
26
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Municipal Biomimicry

Waste water treatment plants use physical, chemical and biological processes to emulate the
process of decay as it would happen in Nature. In this way, sewage treatment plants are an
example of biomimicry. The plants manage conditions in order to maximize their breakdown
in a short amount of time. From first flush, to the Narragansett Bay, waste may spend between
18 and 40 hrs traveling from the home, through the sewers and into the waste water treatment
plant before finally entering the local watershed. It is during this journey that there is an
opportunity for biodegradable waste to begin to breakdown in the presence of dense bacterial
populations.
The waste needs to:
1) Be small enough that microorganisms can begin to digest it and so as to not clog the system.
2) Provide a balanced meal to the microorganisms being targeted as the end user.
Making the best use of biodesign and biotechnology will allow us to design a more intentional
waste stream. Products will be manufactured using materials meant to degrade before they ever
reach the ocean.

opposite: Field’s Point Waste Water Facility, Providence, RI. Sludge is treated in several tanks before it is purified and sent out to the Narragansett Bay. In this tank,
waste is combined with oxygen to encourage existing bacteria to grow and feed off its own populations. This is one of the final baths. The next tank is nearly crystal
clear. By taking advantage of the existing bacteria’s innate functions the facility accelerates the purification process.
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Waste in the Built Environment

When considering the decomposition process, the manmade environment is not so different.
During biotic decomposition materials are broken down into smaller portions as progressively
smaller organisms are able to access and digest the organic materials. Consider the plastic
detritus found alongside city streets. Cars, people, wind, rain all work together to break apart
littered plastics. This is the beginning of plastics’ journey from city streets into the waterways.
We can use this system to our advantage by designing materials meant for the urban
decomposition cycle.
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opposite: Found waste in the streets.
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Wild 1: Sample taken from the surface of the
Providence Canal.

Experiment
Duration: 1 week

Swab the Streets part 1
Flush Your Trash

To test the concept that plastics should be able to break down where they
fall in Nature, I needed to understand local wild bacteria populations and how
they compare with the bacteria found in the combined sewer system. These
are the locations I swabbed and then cultured out in Studio 2 (next page).

Collection Locations
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Influent 1: Contaminated waste entering the waste
water facility.

Wild 2: Sample taken from beneath a forgotten
Christmas ornament near the bank of the Canal.

Effluent 1: Treated waste water exits the treatment
plant and re-enters the ecosystem.

Wild 3: Sample taken from the sewer grate itself. All
waste traveling from the street into the combined
sewers will pass through this type of entryway.
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opposite and above: Studio 2; secret lab below studio where I culture and observe local bacterial strains.
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Day 1

36

Day 5

Experiment Documentation
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Insights
Due to the large bacterial populations already existent in the waste water stream there is
potential to digest emerging pollutants, including bio-based waste / bioplastics before they
reach our oceans.
Note the difference between the bacteria collected from the wild (top right) compared
with the influent sample (top left). The influent sample produced bacterial colonies along
the entire sample swab. In contrast, the samples collected in the wild revealed diverse and
separate colonies.
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Influent and Effluent samples provided by Field’s Point Waste Water Treatment Facility.
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Experiment
Duration: 2 weeks

above: Collecting samples to culture back at Studio 2. Bacteria samples taken under found bits of trash.
opposite: Detail of sample collecting process photos by Jen Spatz.

Swab the Streets part 2
Bioplastics and Bacteria

Collect samples of bacteria living underneath
bits of trash in the city.
Introduce pieces of currently marketed
bioplastics to test for degradability in local
bacterial strains.
40

Q: Are bioplastics currently on the
market easily degradaded by existing
bacteria in our environment?
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Detail: Collection Site C

Detail: Collection Field Kit
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Insights
There was no change in colony growth with the addition of the biomaterials. None of the samples inspired growth or
any noticabe change in colony formation. Bioplastics remain difficult for bacteria to decompose.
See pg. 31 for biosample details

Size is important. Though the biopolymers were cut into smaller bits, the microorganisms needed further invitation to
begin to degrade the materials.
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Experiment Documentation
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Experiment
Duration: 1 month

Bioplastics in the Wild
Decomposition in Place
Launch plant-based bioplastic kid’s toy
and ziplock bag in the Providence Canal.
Observe plastic’s reaction to sun,
microorganisms, mechanical abrasion.

Q: How do biopolymers react to sun,
microorganisms, wind, mechanical
abrasion?

Left and below; images of the samples before the launch.

Launching bioplastic samples on the first day of this experiement. photo by Jen Spatz
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Day 16, the day after a snowstorm, the site is flooded with icey water, bits of trash and organic
waste from further up stream.
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Day 5, during lowtide the samples are exposed to UV light.
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Before

30 Days
Later
30 days and three storms later, I
pulled the bioplastics to look for
any pocked surfaces created by
biotic degration or mechanical
abrasion in the environment.
The surfaces were nearly
unchanged save for a minute
amount of sand.
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IKEA’s Istad ziplock bag before spending 30 days
in the Providence Canal..

IKEA’s Istad ziplock bag after spending 30 days
in the Providence Canal.

Bioserie rainbow stacking toy before spending 30
days in the Providence Canal.

Bioserie rainbow stacking toy after spending 30
days in the Providence Canal.
51

above and opposite: Concept models for a bubble wrap mailer and children’s toy that will be perforated in order to more quickly
break down in Nature. The surface needs to be ready to fall apart. This can be achieved by layering materials.
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Insights

Design Needs

Bioplastics need to be manufactured to allow the material to easily break
into smaller parts. What if materials could be perforated in order to
facilitate microorganism access for accelerated decomposition?

1. A material that expresses its mode of disposal without the use of labels.
2. A material that can break into smaller bits quickly in the environment
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ACCOUNTABLE
Products designed to better fit an imperfect world.

ACCOMODATING
Design for thoughtless acts.

ACCESSIBLE
Principles of Soil Design

All will have access to soil responsible products and their disposal.

Design for the Waste Stream
BIODIVERSE
Plastics derived from a diverse set of renewable feedstocks.

NOURISHING
Utilizing waste in the wild to support decomposers.

RESTORATIVE
Materials designed specifically to restore balance in Nature

UNIQUE
Materials visually distinct from traditional plastics.
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Surfaces
Inspiration and Experimentation

Q: What textures can be
employed to alert consumers
that they are engaging with a
material that is ok to toss out
the car window?
A: Fruit skins
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Texture Studies
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Raspberry skin magnified under stereomicroscope.
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Strawberry skin magnified under stereomicroscope.
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Avocado magnified under stereomicroscope.
62

Asian pear magnified under stereomicroscope.
63

Sumo orange study.
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Sumo orange magnified with stereomicroscope.
66

3D scan of sumo orange.
67

Process image; orange peel scan.
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Orange peel wax cast for further experimentation.
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Vacuum Form from plastic cast pulled from wax on opposite page. The complex surface strenghtens the thin plastic wall.
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Early attempts at casting bioplastics with unique, non-repeating patterns.
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Math-Based Patterns
Mathematically derived reaction-diffusion patterns are
similarly suited to the design challenge and provide a
digital form that can be further manipulated with CAD
modeling. The voroni texture in the bottom right-hand
corner is a fractal representation.

opposite page: Screenshots of patterns obtained through reaction-diffusion processing models. The voroni pattern computes distances to subdivide its surface.
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Texture studies for Slurpee Cup using the diffusion reaction patterns; CAD renders.
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77

CAD modeled prototypes for recognizable and soil-edible Slurpee re-design.
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Process Documentation
80
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Thoughtless

82

Acts

83

Even though it is somewhat acceptable to toss organic waste in the streets, it still isn’t
the best idea. This banana peel won’t be able to degrade until it comes in contact with
living soil. Additionally, food waste in the urban setting can attract animals to what
might be an unhospitable environment.
Biopolymers will be the same. Even though they will be soil-degradable it will still be
best to dispose of these materials in their appropriate waste stream. Recall the BioBin.

opposite: Found waste spotted throughout Providence, RI; above: A littered banana peel on a busy city sidewalk.
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Composting unit in my parking lot. When my neighbor parks her car she drives right over my compost pile.
This act helped to break up the larger chunks that I had not found the time to chop up.

Thoughtless Acts
Can be Positive

Close-up of tire tracks crossing freshly dumped compost.
86

Thoughtless acts can have a range of outcomes spanning from negative to neutral to positive.
This is an illustration of one such positive result.
I compost at my apartment. There’s not a lot of soil surrounding my unit but I like to put my
composted waste just under the tree opposite from the compost bin. I don’t have time to really
do a good job and screen out the big chunks when I dump out the fresh organic material, so I just
hope it will break up on its own.
My neighbor, unaware of my little plan drives directly over my compost site as she pulls in to park.
Because of her action, she is actually breaking up the larger chunks of compost that I was unable
to break up on my own.
87

photos by Rachael McArthur

Much of the time trash ends up in the ecosystem purely by accident. When everyday products are
designed with this outcome in mind, thoughtless acts can become neutral / beneficial for the ecosystem.

opposite: A soil degradable Slurpee cup is left behind. It will degrade in place over the next three to five days.
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Design
Appealing
Degradable

By designing materials that breakdown in Nature, we can create
products intended to be disposed of in our streets. A banana
peel is best composted in its appropriate bin but will degrade
in Nature. This will be the same for new biopolymers and
subsequent single-use designs.

Identifiable

90
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New Plastics

Designing products using new biopolymers. These products will be
identifiable by their irregular surface textures as opposed to relying on
labels.

The texture serves several purposes:
1.

Signals to the consumer that this material is different.

2.

Maximizes surface area to increase rate of decay in Nature.

3.

Avoids a reliance on labels for communicating compostability.

Single-use plastics that
readily degrade in living soil.
opposite: Slurpee cup redesigned using mathematically derived patterns to maximize biotic decomposition.
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photo by Rachael McArthur
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Flushable bioplastics will replace current
packaging materials for all online
purchases.
94

photo by Rachael McArthur
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When soil-degradable, in-home compostable bioplastics are the
norm, we will need a way to distinguish these bioplastics from
traditional plastics in order to keep them separate in the waste
stream.

Soil-degradable packaging available to all.
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photo by Rachael McArthur
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Degradable plastics will be recognizable by
look and feel. Textures become their own
labeling system.
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photo by Rachael McArthur
99

Textures that maximize surface area
become more easily digestable by bacteria,
accerlaerating their decomposition in Nature.
100

photo by Rachael McArthur
101

Exhibition layout describing system for living with bioplastics.

Exhibition Layout describing system for living with bioplastics. Human-Centered Design
combined with Bacteria-Centered Design yields Design for the Waste Stream.
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THE FUTURE SCENARIO
PLASTILESCENCE; n. The impending obsolescence of plastics using existing
opportunities for biological breakdown in nature.

Products break down in the street.
Materials degrade in the sewers.
Subscriptions services provide waste disposal systems (BioBin) for compostable
packaging.
Flush your trash.
Soil-degradable plastics are easily identifiable by designed textures.
The concept of Littering becomes outmoded.
All have access to soil-positive plastics.
Industry offers consumers soil-responsible products.
Plastics are biodiverse; made from a range of feedstocks.
The biopolymer industry is modeled after small farms. Their goal, to enhance the soil
while producing renewable biobased feedstocks.
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opposite: A man in the near future fills his Slurpee in a cup designed primarily for microorganisms.
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opposite: A wave breaking on the beach. Narrangansett Bay, Rhode Island
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